NET IN ACTION EXAMPLE DETAILS NARRATIVE

From small to large companies and self employed individuals, the following procedure will apply in the New Economy:

1). Projected budget for salaries, raw materials and all operational expenses is prepared by itemisation and then presented to the Bank.

2). The Bank allocates funds in the New Currency.

3). Employees Bank accounts are credited each month as agreed,

4). Products are produced and sold and services supplied.

5). The cost of each product or service supplied is calculated based on operational overheads and then discounted by 77%

6). 35% of the final supply price is credited to the creating Company or individual’s account by the Bank for each product or service supplied.

7). Distribution and wholesale companies receive 20% for each product supplied to retail or business.

8). Retailers receive 12% for each product supplied. These payments are the new stock market index of success for buying shares in companies.

The passage of products from manufacturer to end user is recorded for each company or self employed person, and the companies / people due to be paid are advised to the Bank. The Banks internally credit each entity in the supply chain.

The final end user sales price is always 23% of the original raw cost.
Based on the gross monthly volume of products or services sold or supplied, the advertising / promotions budget is then created, being 12% of the gross value and this too is paid for by the Banking system. Start-up companies receive a launch advertising budget.

Every company or individual involved in the business of supplying and promoting the product or service, has a digital account sheet and printed, signed copies of all invoices and receipts for supply.

The Banks must print up large denomination notes to equal the outgoing expenses they will experience each month and store them with regional central reserve houses.

Companies can only manufacture or build according to purchase orders in hand, except in the case of new product launches.

If a company has no purchase orders in hand for a period of 6 months they are marked for closure of that product range. If a company supplies no services for a period of 6 months, that service department is marked for closure.

The Banks will engage two types of fund retention policy.

1). They must always hold at their branch cash in hand equal to the Bank balances of every private customer.

2). Central reserve houses for each Bank must hold high denomination notes equal to the non-salaried overhead requirements of each corporate / self employed customer.

Each branch is responsible for ordering production of the notes as required, with each note bearing the following code:


Funds held by customers will not accrue interest.

Customers will not pay tax as the Governments will operate in the same way as commercial entities.

Customers that lose or leave their jobs for any reason other than pregnancy or ill health are flagged for re-employment.

They will continue to receive 50% of their last salary until a new job is secured, unless refusal to work occurs.
Job hunting and recruitment activities for each customer are independently monitored by the government, whereby if no attempt to attend interviews has occurred for a period of 7 weeks, a fine system is introduced, plus the recruitment agencies reassess their working skills and offer different types of employment according to demand.

Where re-education is needed, this is conditional on an in principle job offer, at a reduced salary until the education course is completed. This is not paid for by the customer.

A global index of products sold is maintained, that the general public can access and add comments / suggestions to. Only the supplying company has access to these comments / suggestions.

Government agencies, in liaison with the local Bank branches for customers and companies, analyse all new start up applications for new companies and new products that currently do not exist.

**LOANS**

Private people can apply for loans for large purchases if they are employed. Private institutions offer these loans and earn 35% for each loan deal that is closed.

Loan interest rate structure is 10% per year over each year the loan is active until repaid. No early repayment penalty will occur.

**LAND**

The land value agenda index has not been created yet, nor has the new salaries index agenda been formulated – this is work to be done, enough to say the following :-

**Land**: The value of land will be set according to location, climate, earthquake or severe weather risk with hinterland variables such as housing styles, industrial zones, farming zones and suchlike.

**Salaries**: Salaries will be totally changed and increased, especially for medical, teaching, farming, and undesirable jobs. Increases will be implemented based on quarterly periods of service in the same genre, qualifications, age, attendance records and quality of performance.

Students will be paid according to their academic performance.
HOUSING

House and building values will be fixed at whatever they were at the time of NET global implementation.

New house costs will work in the same way as other manufactured products. The costs of land, labour, materials and overheads will create the starting price for the finished building. Then that price will be discounted by 77% to create the final selling price.

Private corporate and public building initiatives will operate in the same way, under contract with construction companies.

RELIGIONS AND FAITH BASED GROUPS

Operating a religious premises will function in the same way as a commercial company, whereby, success will be monitored according to attendance levels.

It will be the job of faith based organisations to collect donations into a central location to be used for non-commercial purposes such as disaster relief and humanitarian needs. Charities will have access to these funds according to their mandate.

LARGE SCALE NEW VENTURES

The governments, Banks and private corporations will have a mandate to begin the following new Directives:

1). Irrigating (desalination plants) and farming the world’s deserts.
2). Capping all forms of land, sea, air and water pollution.
3). Inventing and marketing new green technologies.
4). Creating space hotels and moon and outer planet holiday resorts.
5). Perfecting air and land and sea travel technologies to ensure they are 100% safe.
6). Implementing asteroid mining programs and climate changing initiatives for nearby planets.
7). Advanced research and development for new materials and technologies, particularly new clean energy sources.
8). Protecting endangered species and ensuring near extinction species’ population levels are greatly increased.
9). Creating nature reserves that can be visited by tourists.
10). Promoting new legislation to eradicate social evils and encouraging new ways to upgrade and heal the moral health of their respective national societies.
11). New transportation techniques and traffic control systems.
12). New ways to entirely eradicate weapons and warfare.
CRIME

Since all salaried people globally will become very wealthy over time, to refuse to work for any reason other than ill health or pregnancy will be regarded as a serious crime, and punishment will be large scale with revolving, increasing fines.

CONCLUSIONS

Over 70% of the world currently is in a severe economic and social mess, particularly Asia, Africa and South America.

It is these national land masses that will benefit the most from NET implementation as they are freely financed to re-build their nations within the aforesaid model.

Immigration to other countries can only occur if the family has work to go to, however, policy dictates that jobs offered must first go to residents of that country.

Corporations and private individuals can own property in other countries, for holiday purposes, but can only emigrate if they have confirmed employment there.

All current debts in the existing system will be paid off in the new currency to allow a fresh, debt free start, for all people, companies and governments.

Private people running for public office will be elected based on their platform, political affiliation and the proportional representation voting system. They must fund their own campaigns and can raise private donations to do so.

Essentially, after several years of the NET system running fully, globally, we can expect the standard of living for all people to have risen 5-10 times higher than today, and war should die out, with education and health levels rising to vast new heights.

THE PARADOX OF PROFIT

Every time a product or service is supplied or sold, the provider makes a profit.

This translates to recovery of the creation costs of salaries, raw materials and overheads, plus the extra by way of the profit mark up.

Collectively, this vast amount of profit translates to accumulated wealth for the companies and individuals involved in the supply process.
Where is the profit coming from? What is powering the profits’ payment system?

With almost the entire global economy running on such a system, every moment, the money is being sucked together into the profit making groups.

On paper, and in reality, these profits siphon off surplus monies and leave a vacuum behind them. This vacuum later translates into unemployment and poverty. Why? Quite simply, there is not enough printed cash in all the currencies to cover employing every person that can work. Even in America and Europe the same formula for poverty is in action, as these nations experience their own forms of terrible poverty.

Even if the cash in this current system did exist to pay salaries for all, those salaries would be, for the majority, very low, when compared with the individuals at the top of the food chain, the elite few that become millionaires and billionaires.

In this current system, it is physically impossible to pay high salaries for everyone and then supply low priced goods and services. This can never be done, so therefore, the majority of workers will live their lives surviving from one month to the next.

The current system can never provide high salaries for all and a low cost of living – it is literally impossible to do so.

Furthermore, to produce high quality, perfect products and services creates an even higher level of root creation costs. Suppose, for a moment, we wanted to provide industry with perfect pollution capping technologies to obliterate water, air, land and sea pollution. Again, a further set of dramatic cost increases are fed into the economic equation, making such a hope impossible in the current system, as the providers must recover these costs from the supply prices.

THE SOLUTION

Imagine for a moment, if one country were to change their economic system, whereby the Banks take over the responsibility of paying huge salaries for all workers, and covering their root product and service creation overheads.

When the products and services are sold on the open markets, even without profit, they would be impossibly expensive, were the creators to actually recover these costs to return to the Banks.

However, if a new variable was introduced into the supply equation, whereby the supply price of each product or service was then discounted by 77%, what would happen?

First, a new generation of very wealthy people would mushroom overnight, from the huge salaries they are earning.

Second, the fruit of their labours is now very cheap and affordable for all.

The spending power, now in the pockets of the masses, enables all types of goods and services to be purchased with ease, creating a standard of living, higher than ever seen before in human history.
Such a country would be the envy of the world, because unemployment has been eradicated; inflation has been exterminated, and the formula now requires companies and individuals to compete on the open market based on the quality of their wares.

Where will the money come from to pay for such a system to operate?

The same place it has always come from, the printing presses.

The money is printed to satisfy the demand for it, based on the salaries and overheads that must be paid to supply the various products and services.

Such a country enters utopia, however, it enters economic utopia in complete isolation from the rest of the world. The remainder of the planet, running on the old system will still be struggling under the very same problems described earlier.

However, what if every nation on earth adopted the same system, then what would happen?

The economic utopia of that one country would then manifest in every nation on earth.

To achieve this, to streamline the process, all countries would then need to adopt the same unit of currency, as any other method would create severe imbalances between national economies.

The huge additional spending power of the working masses, now freed from any kind of unemployment, soaks up the global supply of goods and services, thereby generating massive demand to continue to supply these wares.

The demand process stimulates colossal productivity, with the end of the equation being a new generation of high quality goods and services competing for the purchasing power of the global masses.

**INSIDE THE NEW BANKING SYSTEM**

Everyone will have a Bank account, to allow access to the cash for spending.

It is a numerical, digital system, whereby the money supply to power the new system, sits in the computer systems, much the same as today.

The difference is, this new system is permanently in a state of massive cash surplus, powered by the supply price 77% discount regime, plus the artificial profit bonus system for the supplying companies and individuals.

This vast surplus is numerical, but real, as all nations will be running according to its benevolent tenets.

The job of the Banks will be to place orders for the printing of high denominational notes, that must be stored to power the numeric equations.

The printing of these notes is directly proportional to the gross national products of each country, based on the salaries required and the products and services supplied.
Millionaires, billionaires and later trillionaires will appear, much the same as today’s billionaires, except that everyone in the world, pro-rata, will be very wealthy.

Tourism will experience exponential growth leading to global peace, assisted by global trade and the distribution of an endless variety of products and services supplied by all countries, empowering a new level of national pride as they compete for quality and utility.

NEW INDUSTRIES

The dreams of the environmentalists will now be realised.

The commercial supply of pollution eradication technologies will blossom, as will vast new projects to re-forest the earth and farm the deserts and develop the wastelands with glittering new, environmentally perfect cities.

To soak up the surplus global wealth held by working people in every corner of the globe, holiday time will be increased and new options to enjoy outer space vacations will become commonplace.

With this new system firmly in place, nothing will be impossible as we will be only limited by our imaginations.

THE SPIRITUAL ROOTS OF THIS INITIATIVE

Whether you believe this or not, everything is Created, and there are two types of Creation.

The First is all the matter, the universe and all life forms.

The Second are all things fashioned by mankind.

Since mankind is created, the Second stems from the First.

By carefully studying the geopolitical systems of the various economies of the world today, it is impossible not to notice that the Judaic-Christian cultures of “The West” are also the current richest nations on the planet.

When we study the poverty stricken nations, we notice a distinct absence of this Judaic-Christian foundational history.

In a nutshell, the poverty stricken nations are not, on the whole, Judaic-Christian countries.

The Ophiram Foundation is a Born Again Christian Organisation, and we truly believe that all that you have read so far, is a Gift from The God of The Holy Bible, Who Receives ALL the Glory for this Initiative.

We Believe He is literally Giving us this New Way, as an exercise in Mercy and Charity, to rid the world of inequality and poverty and all that stems from these social evils.
Our job is to persuade people to understand and accept this New Way, once all the fine details of the final formula are perfected, written up and mass produced as booklets and DVDs for the global leaders.

We are able to do this, and now look for partners to help us create the Communication Marketing Drive necessary to release this Gift for all people.

A Summit meeting will be the final goal to discuss implementation of this Model.

Once the material is fully completed, all that is left to do is to market this to the entire planet until it is accepted and adopted, in The Holy Name of The Lord JESUS Christ - Amen

This can be achieved...In Love...

Elijah Saatori

Elijah Saatori
(Administrator – The Ophiram Foundation)
http://Ophiram-Foundation.ZION-Corp.net
Email : Ophiram-Foundation@ZION-Corp.net

http://Ophiram-Foundation.ZION-Corp.net/PovertyEradication.htm

Isaiah 13:12
I will make a man more precious than fine gold; even a man than the golden wedge of Ophir.